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PLAYER NAME: DATE: 

TEAM NAME: AGE GROUP:

KEY

VERY CONFIDENT

NOT SO CONFIDENT

NEED MORE HELP

INSTRUCTIONS:

Rate your own confidence in executing
these key technical factors, we will
then compare our answers and agree
on a realistic action plan moving
forwards.

TECHNICAL KEY FACTORS: PASSING

SHORT PASSING YOUR RATING

Approach the ball, can be straight or slightly angled 

COACH RATING

Non-kicking foot is placed next to the ball & ankle kept firm

Strike the ball centrally with the inside of the foot.

Follow through with your kick 

Using the outside of the foot, the non-kicking foot can be place
further away from the ball. 

Body position should be upright with the knee and head over the
ball. 

LONG PASSING YOUR RATING

Approach the ball, can be straight or slightly angled 

Non-kicking foot is placed next or slightly behind to the ball

Strike the ball with the top part of the foot (Instep or laces) 

COACH RATING

FA Level 2

COACH NAME: PREFERRED FOOT: LEFT RIGHT

POSITION:

RB CB LB CDM CM RW LW CAM CF
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SWERVE PASSING YOUR RATING

Angled approach to the ball

Non-kicking foot away from and slightly back from the ball. 

Strike the ball with either the outside or inside of the foot

Wrap the foot around the ball

Body position should be upright with the knee and head over the
ball. 

DRIVEN PASSING YOUR RATING

Approach the ball, can be straight or slightly angled 

Non-kicking foot alongside the ball. 

Strike the ball with the laces through the middle of the ball 

Straight follow through, or with a exaggerated knee lift

COACH RATING

COACH RATING

CHIP PASSING YOUR RATING

Approach the ball, can be straight or slightly angled 

Non-kicking foot is placed next to the ball & ankle kept firm

Strike the ball centrally with the inside of the foot.

Follow through with your kick 

COACH RATING

FA Level 2

Strike the through the middle, or bottom part of the ball to get
height

Follow through with your kick for accuracy 

Body position should be fairly upright with the head steady, can
lean back to get further height. 



Watch the ball

Non-kicking foot outside and away from the ball
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Glance the the proximity, adapt position if needed

Get in line with the ball 

INSIDE HOOK YOUR RATING

Kicking foot wraps around the front of the ball to change
direction

Accelerate away

COACH RATING

FA Level 2

Decide what action and which surface to use

Relax upon contact, cushion into playable distance or forwards
onto space or another player

TECHNICAL KEY FACTORS: TURNING

OUTSIDE HOOK YOUR RATING COACH RATING

Non-kicking foot alongside the ball and slightly ahead

Kicking foot around the front of the ball and play it with the
outside of the foot to change direction. 

Watch the ball

Accelerate away

BALL CONTROL YOUR RATING COACH RATING

TECHNICAL KEY FACTORS: BALL CONTROL

Watch the ball as it arrives 

Adapt to speed/movement/direct of incoming ball 
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STOP TURN YOUR RATING COACH RATING

Watch the ball

Non-kicking foot is behind the ball

Ball is stopped with the kicking foot and "hop" past with standing
foot 

Take the ball away with the outside of the front foot. 

CRUYFF TURN YOUR RATING COACH RATING

Watch the ball 

Fake to strike or cross the ball - arm out for balance. 

Kicking foot goes around the front of the ball. 

Ball is played back behind the standing leg with the base of the
big toe

TECHNICAL KEY FACTORS: RUNNING WITH THE BALL 

RUNNING WITH THE BALL YOUR RATING COACH RATING

Assess the space

Accelerate away

Accelerate away

Accelerate away

Kicking foot goes on top of the ball and drags ball back with the
sole of the foot.

Try and play the ball with the outside of the same foot. 

Non-kicking foot alongside the ball

DRAG BACK YOUR RATING COACH RATING

Watch the ball
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FA Level 2

TECHNICAL KEY FACTORS: DRIBBLING 

DRIBBLING YOUR RATING COACH RATING

Keep the ball close to your feet

Assessing what's around you? Where are your team mates /
opponents / the space?

Using a variety of skills to create space and unbalance the
opponent, especially within tight spaces. 

Change of pace and direction to beat opponent(s)

Accelerate away

Decision making = Next action i.e. pass, turn, shoot, run, cross. 

TECHNICAL KEY FACTORS: SHOOTING

SHOOTING YOUR RATING COACH RATING

Observe the position of the GK - space that you can exploit?

Non-kicking foot alongside the ball.

Keep your head down and your eyes on the ball when shooting. 

Placement, accuracy and weight of shot. 

Maintain your composure.

Be alert for rebounds 

Play the ball forwards every 4 or 5 paces) -  Whilst continually
assessing the surroundings 

Decision making = Next action i.e. pass, turn, shoot, run. 

Accelerate after the ball 

Big first touch into space
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FA Level 2

Defensive: Head the lower part of the ball, aim for height &
distance. 

Use power from legs, hips, shoulders and neck. 

Attacking: Head upper part of the ball, aim for power and
placement. 

Off the ground: Head at the highest possible point. 

TECHNICAL KEY FACTORS: CREATING SPACE

CREATING SPACE - INDIVIDUALLY YOUR RATING COACH RATING

Move the opponent away from the area you want to use

Move back into the space you have left at speed. 

Look over your shoulder as pass comes in. 

If space is limited, receive on the foot furthest away from the DEF

If you have space, receive on the back foot

AS A TEAM YOUR RATING COACH RATING

Spread out wide from side to side and end to end

Rotation of player through central areas 

Use arms for leverage but being mindful of opponents. 

Use of overlaps/underlaps 

TECHNICAL KEY FACTORS: HEADING

HEADING YOUR RATING COACH RATING

Watch the ball

Head the ball with the upper forehead. 
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1

2

3
ANY QUESTIONS? 

DEVELOPMENT:
WHAT HAVE YOU

FELT HAS
DEVELOPED MOST
OVER THE LAST 3

MONTHS?

NOTES: 

The Sporting Resource


